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The champion FC Barcelona Spanish Soccer League is proclaimed
In the absence of a journey to the end

Madrid, 18.05.2015, 15:39 Time

USPA NEWS - The champion FC Barcelona Spanish Soccer League 2014-15 is proclaimed in the absence of a journey to the end of
the championship, winning 1-0 at Atletico de Madrid. Barcelona, with four points clear of their arch-rivals Real Madrid, depended on
himself.

Barça needed to win at Atletico de Madrid to be crowned champions regardless of what he did Real Madrid. Losing them would have
sufficed that Real Madrid did not win and achieve the same result as the locals. But the League is a competition which rewards the
regularity and FC Barcelona has been the most consistent this season. Leading the team is Luis Enrique, a former Barcelona player
turned-coach and was questioned at the beginning of the League for the hobby sector, accustomed to winning it all with -current coach
Guardiola of Bayern Munich-, failed to digest a campaign like last blank. Indeed, it was met on May 17 a year since Atletico de Madrid
champion of the League 2013-14 proclaimed after beating Barça in the field of FC Barcelona. 

A fair year, the same actors and the same situation, but inverted: this time, FC Barcelona won at Atletico de Madrid field and became
champion 365 days after he made his opponents on Sunday. The winning goal was scored by Messi 19 minutes into the second half,
following a great play. It was the goal that gave FC Barcelona its 23rd league goal and was 41 of Argentine in the Spanish competition.
Messi still has another game to try to snatch the trophy for top scorer Cristiano Ronaldo. The Portuguese striker of Real Madrid has 45
goals.

But Messi has not been the sole architect of Barça victory. The Catalan club hit with the attacker triplet and choice goalkeeper. Ter
Stegen has forgotten the sticks to remembered Victor Valdes and, later, Messi, Luis Suarez and Neymar have become a nightmare for
goalkeepers rivals. Effective management of personnel, including those who still are several players who won the World Cup with
Spain five years ago.

The League is one of the three titles that FC Barcelona hopes to win this season. They are the King's Cup and Champions League. It
is a finalist in both. Perhaps thinking of them, Luis Enrique gave his players the importance in the championship celebration.
Championship League "is the reward for many months of hard work," said the coach, who added that "it is a great satisfaction." The
coach has been true to himself and managed to stifle criticism he was subjected to at the beginning of the campaign. 

On all teams where he had been as a coach, Luis Enrique has reached its zenith in the final of the League, where his teams have
revolutionized the championships. It was not different in Barcelona and he can look calmly to his future at Barcelona, especially if he
can win the triple League-Cup-Champions League. The league title was celebrated by more than 5,000 fans by Barca in Barcelona.
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